






















Cass Avenue is a two lane, "minor arterial" road, which carries heavy traffic volumes and is in need of
rehabilitation and safety improvements. Extensive pavement distresses and numerous utility patches
contribute to a poor and unsafe riding surface. Traffic volumes from area business and high-density
housing combine to warrant safety improvements.

Cass Avenue from Cumberland Street to Mendon Road was last paved in 1994.

Cass Avenue is a 50' wide right of way that is 5,280 feet long.

The street is extremely used by emergency response vehicles. Landmark Hospital is within 1000 ft of the
Cumberland Street - Cass Ave intersection.

It is a main thoroughfare for connecting people from Cumberland Street to Mendon Road as well as to
other parts of northeastern Woonsocket.











East School Street two lane road with a marked parking lane and is an "minor arterial" road, which carries
medium to heavy traffic volumes and is in need of rehabilitation and safety improvements. Extensive
pavement distresses and numerous utility patches contribute to a poor and unsafe riding surface. Traffic
volumes from trucks and high-density housing combine to warrant safety improvements.

East School Street was last paved in 1994 from North Main Street to Social Street

East School Street is a 50' wide right of way that is 3,382 feet long

This street services an entrance to a large inner City park that is currently under renovations by the State
of RI.

The street also has a senior citizen high rise complex located on it which is frequently visited by
emergency response vehicles.











Gaskill Street two lane road with unmarked parking lane and is an "collector" road, which carries medium
traffic volumes and is in need of rehabilitation and safety improvements. Extensive pavement distresses
and numerous utility patches contribute to a poor and unsafe riding surface. Traffic volumes from trucks
and high-density housing combine to warrant safety improvements.

Gaskill Street was last paved in 2000 (milled) from Harris Avenue to the State line

Gaskill Street is a 50' wide right of way that is 2,948 feet long

The roadway turns into Farm Street as it crosses from Woonsocket RI to Blackstone MA therefore a large
number of Massachusetts residents and emergency personal use the road to access parts of the town
quicker and easier.























Manville Road is a two lane with marked parking lanes on both side of the roadway. It is a one way
"minor arterial" road owned and maintained by the State of Rhode Island. The road which carries
medium to heavy traffic volumes and is in need of rehabilitation and safety improvements. Extensive
pavement distresses and numerous utility patches contribute to a poor and unsafe riding surface. Traffic
volumes from area business and high-density housing combine to warrant safety improvements.

Manville Road from Hamlet Avenue to the City line was last paved in 1990 as a 3R Project

Manville Road is a 50' wide right of way that is 9,293 feet long.

It is a thoroughfare for residents wishing to get to Route 99.

The roadway turns into Old River Road as it crosses from Woonsocket RI to Lincoln RI.

Manville Road is an Evacuation Route











Mendon Road is a two lane with marked parking lanes on both side of the roadway. It is a one way
"principal arterial" road owned and maintained by the State of Rhode Island. The road which carries
heavy traffic volumes and is in need of rehabilitation and safety improvements. Extensive pavement
distresses and numerous utility patches contribute to a poor and unsafe riding surface. Traffic volumes
from area business and high-density housing combine to warrant safety improvements.

Mendon Road from Diamond Hill Road to Cumberland Hill Road was last paved in 1994

Mendon Road is a 50' wide right of way that is 12,636 feet long.

This is a main thoroughfare bringing many Rhode Island and Massachusetts residents to Highland
Corporate Park which is home to many large businesses including CVS, Stericycle, Summer Infant, and
Cosco.

Mendon Road is an Evacuation Route











North Main Street two lane road with unmarked parking lane and is an "minor arterial" road, which
carries medium traffic volumes and is in need of rehabilitation and safety improvements. Extensive
pavement distresses and numerous utility patches contribute to a poor and unsafe riding surface. Traffic
volumes from trucks and high-density housing combine to warrant safety improvements.

North Main Street was last paved in 1995 from Social Street to the State line

North Main Street is a 50' wide right of way that is 4,150 feet long

The roadway crosses Woonsocket RI to Blackstone MA therefore a large number of Massachusetts
residents and emergency personal use the road to access parts of the town quicker and easier.











Park East Drive is a two lane, "collector" road, which carries heavy traffic volumes and is in need of
rehabilitation and safety improvements. Extensive pavement distresses and numerous utility patches
contribute to a poor and unsafe riding surface. Traffic volumes from industrial businesses to high density
through traffic

Park East Drive from Mendon Road to Goldstein Drive was last paved in 1982.

Park East Drive for Goldstein Drive to City line was last paved in 1998

Park East Drive is a 50' wide right of way that is 6813 feet long.

The street is frequently used by all industrial business workers as well as delivery vehicles.

Park East Drive connects from Mendon Road to the upper section of Highland Corporate Drive in
Cumberland RI.



















✔

✔

Given the relatively high range of recovery ratios estimated and the substantial forecast demand for service, 

the study team concluded a service between Woonsocket and Providence offering a transfer to Boston 

service to be economically feasible and worthy of further consideration. Recommended next steps included  

further study, focusing on an extension of the Woonsocket-Providence service to TF Green Airport. An 

intrastate service linking Woonsocket, Cumberland, Lincoln, Central Falls, Pawtucket, Providence, Cranston 

and Warwick with fast, frequent service would engender statewide benefits, including increased mobility for 

people traveling among the most densely populated communities in Rhode Island.
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